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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

The TST 2019 Conference extended papers in case they
have at least 50% extension will be published in Special
Issue of Computation Journal. This Special Issue will
consist of manuscripts describing the state-of-the-art of
transport modeling for smart cities with intelligent
transportation systems ITS.

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to models
and methods for smart cities:

transport systems and processes, users and their
activities with virtual activities,
ITS, C-ITS and mobility management,
spatial and transport planning, with space–time
geography,
traffic flow control with emerging transportation
technologies and services.

We provide a 20% discount of Article Processing Charge
(APC) - from 350 to 280 CHF (Swiss Francs) for papers
extended from TST 2019. We can also provide a best paper
award. The winner will be granted one free of APC feature
paper for his/her paper to Computation.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Karlheinz Schwarz
Theoretical Chemistry Group,
Materials Chemistry, TU Wien, A-
1060 Vienna, Austria

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

You are invited to submit the results of your research for
consideration and publication in Computation, an
international open access journal, which is published
quarterly online by MDPI.

The editorial board and staff of Computation are dedicated
to establishing a benchmark journal for the world scientific
and engineering communities for original research articles,
reviews, conference proceedings (i.e., peer reviewed full
articles), and communications, in the cutting-edge areas of
computational biology, computational chemistry, and
computation in engineering.
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Author Benefits

Open Access: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or
their institutions.
High visibility: Indexed in the Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI) - Web of
Science, Scopus (from Vol. 5 - 2017), dblp Computer Science Bibliography and Inspec
(IET).
Rapid publication: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision provided to
authors approximately 25 days after submission; acceptance to publication is
undertaken in 4.5 days (median values for papers published in the first six months of
2018).
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